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ABSTRACT

Java mobile game application called Cheezer is a J2ME game application. Current console games not longer satisfy mobile phone user’s requirements for quality games since the device manufacturers offer colour screen mobile phone. So, this project aims to build a colourful downloadable mobile game application to fulfill mobile game market request. Its significances are to improve current console games, fulfill mobile phone user’s need for quality games and provide entertainment value to mobile phone user for short time periods. The Waterfall model for SDLC has been chosen as project methodology because its deliverables of every stage match the milestone requirement. Multiple techniques such as fact-finding, modeling and prototyping are applied during project development. Scope of this project is to develop a Java standalone client mobile game application, which has one stage, but display random maze for each new game. This game application offers attractive sprites, animation and audio effect. Score will be accumulated during user plays the game. Bonus will be added to score if user is able to finish the game within duration. It is also able to save the high score and provide simple instructions. As conclusion, it aims to become accessible to user no matter nationality, culture, age and sex at anywhere and anytime. Its goal to merge Java application with latest mobile technology, enhance current console games, as entertainment resource and gain revenue through selling the application.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble/Overview

This chapter gives an overall introduction of the project. It describes the overview of project, problem statements, objective, scopes, contributions and the expected outcome of the project.

Java mobile game application—Cheezer is a J2ME (Java 2 Platform Micro Edition) game application. Almost public nowadays owns a mobile phone and the mobile phones mostly support Java Technology. But console games not longer satisfy mobile phone user’s requirements for quality games since the device manufacturers offer colour screen mobile phone. So, this project aims to build a colourful downloadable mobile game application to fulfill mobile game market request.

Device manufacturers, telecommunication service provider and mobile commerce service provider are eyeing on this mobile game market. For example, device manufacturer such as Nokia offers N-Gage model with excellent game functionality to attract buyers. Some telecommunication service providers such as Maxis and Digi provide downloadable mobile game to boost their popularity and attract more consumers to use their services. For example, Maxis offers a series of UEFA mobile game applications. Mobile commerce service provider such as www.iguanamobile.com.my seeks it as a chance to gain more revenue.
There are some major constraints of this project, which encountered by mobile phone are: the limited processing power and memory of these devices, the limitations in input/ output mechanisms, these devices depends on batteries on power, these devices have very limited display capability in terms of area, resolution and so on.

Java is clearly one of the platforms of choice for mobile devices to overcome such constraints, and an ideal language for throwing together mobile games. The virtual machine contained in J2ME is naturally optimized for the devices with small memory capability. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) of J2ME, which is a subset of the standard Java, allows developers to handle mobile-device-specific issues, such as creating user interfaces, allowing local storage and defining the lifecycle of MIDP client applications (MIDlets). Several brands of Java phones offer neat extension APIs that help to access special, native features. Motorola, Siemens, and Nokia, for example, have game APIs (Application Program Interface) that allow for audio, animations, sprites, tiled backgrounds, transparency, and better graphics.

The Waterfall model for System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) has been chosen as project methodology because its deliverables of every stage match the milestone requirement. Multiple techniques such as fact-finding, modeling and prototyping will be applied during project development.
1.2 Problem Statement

Currently device manufacturers offer mobile phones with colour screen. However, there are a few colour mobile games in the market. Current console games are not longer satisfy mobile user for quality games because colour mobile games offers more attractive features such as animation and interface. As a solution, this Java mobile game application is developed to fulfill mobile user’s need for quality game and improve current console games.

1.3 Objective

Objectives of Java mobile game application development are:

- To merge Java game application with latest mobile phone technology since the mobile phone hardware and technology is rapidly advancing
- To become an enhancement to current console embedded mobile game
- To improve Emotional Quotient (EQ) of mobile phone user by release tension through playing mobile game
- To make the mobile game application to become a positive entertainment activity
1.4 Scope

Scope of this project is to develop a Java standalone client mobile game application, which has one stage, but offer random maze for each new game. Score will be accumulated during user plays the game. Time left will be added to score as bonus if user can finish the game within game duration. This game application offers attractive sprites, animation and audio effect. It is also able to save the record of high score. It will provide simple instructions to guide the user too.

Functionality of the game application is listed as below:

a) start a new game
b) view the instructions
c) continue to play game
d) pause a game
e) save and view the high score
f) quit the game

This game application aims to be accessible to anyone—anywhere, anytime. It target users not only teenagers, but also adult and children. This means its game design will consider such factors as nationality and culture, age, sex and so on.

This games application is designed for single player. It only can be installed by mobile phone devices, which support minimum requirement to run MIDlet. A colour screen Java-enabled mobile phone is a must to put the game application in operation. It is currently unable to be downloaded through GPRS or EDGE because a WAP-enabled website is needed to support this service. So, the mobile phones need to have USB personal computer connectivity support to complete installation process.

Aspects to be considered in this project include how to create Portable Network Graphic (PNG) for images of sprites, program the MIDlet as game application, apply PNG file and audio file into MIDlet, package the program into
JAR file, test the application in emulator, launch the application into mobile phone and so on.

1.5 Contributions

This project is significant to merge Java game application with latest mobile phone technology. It improves and evolves current console mobile game into colourful game application.

It also fulfills mobile phone user's need for quality games because it offers game APIs (Application Program Interface) that allow for audio, animations, sprites, tiled backgrounds, transparency, and better graphics.

It plays important role to entertain mobile phone user while he has small chunks of free time available between tasks. It provides entertainment value for short time periods and allows users to switch smoothly between game and work modes.
1.6 Expected Output

The expected outcome for this project will be a downloadable Java mobile game that offers attractive audio effect, animations, sprites, tiled backgrounds and better graphics. The functions provided include start a new game, pause a game, continue a game, save and display the high score, display instructions and quit the game.

Below are the function descriptions:

- Start a new game function: enable user to play a game, provide a random maze for each new game and display game board.
- Pause a game: save the score accumulated and last screen before pause.
- Continue a game: enable user to continue plays his paused game.
- Save and display the high score: high score record is saved automatically and displayed to user when user request or game is over.
- Display instructions: simple instructions about how to play the game are provided to user.
- Quit: user can quit the game anytime as he wish.

1.7 Summary

This chapter gives an overall introduction of the project. It describes the overview, problem statements, objective, scopes, contributions and expected output.

This project’s goal is to develop a mobile game application for colour screen mobile phone. It aims to become accessible to user no matter nationality, culture, age and sex at anywhere and anytime since mobile phones have become integral part of publics. It offers interactive and attractive animation, graphic and audio effect.
Its objectives include merge Java application with latest mobile technology, enhance current console games and as entertainment resource.

Scope of this project is to develop a Java standalone client mobile game application, which has one stage, but display random maze for each new game. This game application offers attractive sprites, animation and audio effect. Score will be accumulated during user plays the game. Bonus will be added to score if user is able to finish the game within duration. It is also able to save the high score and provide simple instructions.

Its significances are able to improve current console games, fulfill mobile phone user’s need for quality games, provide entertainment value to mobile phone user for short time periods and become a strong competition in the entertainment industry.

The contributions of this project are to fullfill mobile user’s need for quality game and improve current console game. The expected output for this project is a downloadable Java mobile game application that offers attractive audio effect, animations, sprites, tiled backgrounds and better graphics.